Attaching a PS/2 Keyboard

This document describes a method for attaching a PS/2 keyboard to the EV8001 evaluation board. The whole process from the hardware to arrayFORTH till polyFORTH is covered by this app note.

The text assumes you have familiarized yourself with our hardware and software technology by reading our other documents on those topics. The current editions of all GreenArrays documents, including this one, may be found on our website at http://www.greenarraychips.com. It is always advisable to ensure that you are using the latest documents before starting work.

The work described herein is that of Stefan Mauerhofer.
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1. Introduction

This application describes a way to attach a PS/2 keyboard to the EVB001 evaluation board using a small interface for level shifting between 1.8 and 5 volt circuitry. 4 nodes are used to drive the interface and sending/receiving bytes. The more complex protocol for sending bytes and waiting for acknowledgement and interpreting the scan codes is handled in the polyFORTH virtual machine.

2. The PS/2 Interface

PS/2 is a standard for attaching devices, mostly input devices like keyboard or mouse, to a computer. A good description of the line operations can be found in [1].

2.1 Physical Attachment

The PS/2 interfaces can be identified by the 6-pin mini-DIN socket. It uses a serial 2-wire bidirectional protocol for transmitting bytes.

Both lines (clock and data) are open-collector. That means they are low active and must be connected to 5V with a pull-up resistor, which allows communication in both directions.

The PS/2 interface implements a bidirectional synchronous serial protocol. The bus is “idle” when both lines are high (open-collector or open-drain). This is the only state where the keyboard/mouse is allowed begin transmitting data. The host has ultimate control over the bus and may inhibit communication at any time by pulling the clock line low.


2.2 Interface Circuit

The circuit for attaching a PS/2 device is quite simple. A TXS0108E open-drain level-shifter chip must be connected, because the PS/2 interface operates at 5 volts. Figure 2 shows the circuit:

Fig. 2 Interface circuit

No pull-up resistor is necessary, because it is already built into the chip. For details please consult the datasheet from Texas Instruments. The two decoupling capacitors can be neglected for a test environment, because all frequencies are below 20 kHz, which lies way below the limits of the level-shifter chip and the GA144. Picture 1 displays the experimental circuitry used for this application note.
2.3 General Mode of Operation

When the interface is inactive, then both lines are at 5V. Normally the lines are controlled by the keyboard and the clock frequency ranges from 10 to 18 kHz. Figure 3 shows the timing, when the keyboard is sending a byte:

The bit sequence is: start, 8 x data (least significant bit first), parity (odd), stop.

The timing limits are:

- \[ a > 50\mu s \]
- \[ 30\mu s < b, c < 50\mu s \]
- \[ d = 10-20\mu s \].
The keyboard controls both lines, so the GA144 should set the corresponding pins to high impedance input. Initially both lines (Data and Clock) are pulled to +5V (high).

**Note:** The clock pulses (for read and write!) are always generated by the keyboard. This makes integration into a GA144 easier, because no timer is needed.

### 2.3.1 Receiving Data

If the keyboard wants to send a byte it sets the data line low (start bit) followed by 8 data bits (LSB first), parity bit (odd) and a stop bit (high). The data line is changed during the high phase of the clock and stable during low phase. Picture 2 displays a screenshot from a logic analyzer’s display while reading the byte 29h from the keyboard.

![Pic. 2 Logic analyzer display while reading a byte from the keyboard](image)
2.3.2 Sending Data

Because the lines are open-collector, it is possible to send a byte to the keyboard. The timing for this case is shown in figure 4:

Sending data to the keyboard is little more complicated than receiving. First the host sets clock low for at least 100 microseconds (100 µs < e < 10 ms). Then it sets the data line low, signaling that it wants to send data. Now the clock line is released. The host waits until the keyboard takes over and begins clocking. The data line is altered by the host during low clock phases and it holds the data while the clock is high. Note that is the inverse behavior compared to reading. The host releases the data line when the stop bit is reached. The keyboard then sends an acknowledgment bit for finishing the operation. Picture 3 displays the logic analyzer display of a keyboard reset sequence where FFh (reset) is sent to the keyboard that responds with FAh (ack).

Note the relative large delay (2 ms) from the clock release till the keyboard starts clocking. This is not a problem since the GA144 does not measure any time but waits for events to occur.
3. arrayFORTH Implementation

4 nodes are used to implement the basic serial protocol in F18 code. Fortunately the keyboard does generate the clock signal for reading and writing, so the nodes need no timed mechanism for generating a clock. Node 317 is used for the clock line and node 217 for the data line. Node 316 is a 1 entry sending buffer and node 216 a receiving 32 element FIFO buffer.

3.1 The Data Line

The data line is handled by node 217. Listing 1 is the code for this node:

```forth
ps/2 interface driver - data,
connect data to pin 17 @ node 217
buffer bits to send or receive
bit current bit mask
start high and jump to down port
clear write n @ 0 and 1 @ 1
bo write next bit
5us wait approx. 5 microseconds
high put data line to high impedance
low drive data line to ground
bi read next bit
r1 read a 1 bit
next-bit set bit mask to next bit
parity nondestructive calculation of even parity
with output 0 or hex 100
byte-out read 1 byte from node 317 and calculates
odd parity and stop bit
accept finish reading of a byte
error parity error detected
ok pass received byte to next node
ack read acknowledge bit
```

Listing 1 Data line

After starting the node waits on the down port for code from node 317. The port executes directly any cell received from the clock node 317. Node 217 is offering a set of entry points that can be called by node 317.
3.2 The Clock Line

Node 317 is responsible for the clock line. It needs to place call instructions into the down port. The sequence @p .. xxx .. pushed the call instruction onto the stack. Since we didn’t use reclaim we still have the word addresses compiled from block 920 and we can use them for block 922.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 2 Clock line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ps/2 interface driver - clock,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connect clock to pin 17 @ node 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wait0 wait until clock line is 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wait1 wait until clock line is 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20us wait approx. 20 microseconds, this delay is critical for correct operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitr wait for the clock going 1 and then 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da set port a to clock node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from-ps/2 read a byte from ps/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopbit read and handling the stop bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to-ps/2 write a byte to ps/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start entry point of node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop poll the clock line or the port write bit to either begin a reading or a writing operation, this loop runs indefinitely leaving the node running.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>922 list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ps/2 interface driver - clock,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317 node 8 org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wait1 @b dup dup or ahead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wait0 @a 800 then @c 1b left a! @ drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da @f down a! ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitr @l wait1 leap wait0 then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20us 14 8000 9000 10000 for unext ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from-ps/2 17 da @p .. clear .. ! 20us 1b, 9 for waitr @p .. bi .. ! next,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopbit @l wait1 @p .. accept .. ! 20us ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to-ps/2 25 right a! @ 20000 1b da, @p .. byte-out .. ! ! 60000 for unext,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>startbit @p .. low .. ! 4000 for unext, dup or 1b wait1 9 for 20us wait0,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@p .. bo .. ! 20us next waitr 3d,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@p .. ack .. ! waitr ; @b @ org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start @b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop @b - -if from-ps/2 loop ; then @0,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 8000 and .. @5 if to-ps/2 then loop ; @8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The memory of the node is quite full. The main loop is spinning (thus burning around 4 mA) and waits either for a clock low pulse from the keyboard or an input from the right port. Once an operation (either sending or receiving) has started it will be completed without possibility of interruption. Since there are no timeouts used in the design it is not possible for the node to resynchronize its operation with the keyboard once a single bit has been added or is missing. Therefore the whole interface is not very robust regarding bit synchronization errors. However the stability is sufficient for an experimental environment.

There are 3 constants (10000, 60000 and 4000) that are important for the timing. It turns out that the timing parameter in the word 20us is crucial. Once the node does lose a bit, its behavior is undefined and the chip must be reset. My keyboard is working without problem with values 9000 or 10000 but runs into sporadic error when using 8000.

Node 217 (data) and 317 (clock) work together very closely. This is an example of how to use the port execution facility of the GA144 in an efficient way.
3.3 The Data Buffer

Incoming data is buffered in a FIFO buffer in node 216. My first implementation was designed to block and wait for input from nodes 215 and 217 (left and right):

```
ps/2 interface driver - data buffer,
implementing a ringbuffer for 31 cells.
\r! store read pointer
\r@ fetch read pointer
\w! store write pointer
\w@ fetch write pointer
inc increment pointer and clip to buffer
-empty? test if buffer is not empty
-full? test if buffer is not full
start begin of program
loop processing loop . wait for command or data .
for a node to read a negative word must be send
read read from buffer
write write to buffer
```

Listing 3 FIFO buffer (flawed design – not used)

There is a problem with this design. Both nodes 215 and 217 act totally independent from each other, thus it is possible that a node starts writing while the data from the other node is currently reading. In this case node 216 may read garbage and the behavior is undefined. The only way to solve this is to poll both sides continuously and to sacrifice some energy for keeping the node running. Greg Bailey gave this info to me as I was writing this app node and he reviewed my solution. This problem may be fixed in a future version of the chip.

```
ps/2 interface driver - data buffer,
reclaim 216 node 20 org
\r! 20 @p drop !p ;*\r@ 21 0 ;
\w! 23 @p drop !p ;*\w@ 24 0 ;
inc 26 n-n 1 . + if and ;
-empty? 2a -f \w@*check? \r@ or ;
-full? 2d -f \w@ inc check? ;
start 3c*loop 30 @b -if
read 31 -empty? if \r@ dup inc \r! a! @ dup then
drop !b loop ; then
write 39 -full? if drop \w@ dup inc \w! a! ! then loop ; 40
```

Listing 4 Fixed FIFO buffer using poll loop

Block 926 contains the looping variant, which works correctly in all circumstances. The preset circular stack (initialized in block 912) is used to feed the loop with the data it needs to function thus saving precious memory on the node leaving enough space for 16 values in the FIFO buffer.
3.4 Send Buffer

Node 316 contains a simple wire node for decoupling a polyFORTH write to keyboard from the current operation. In the case that the keyboard is sending a character, node 317 does not accept any data. A wire node is also always a 1-element Buffer. In this sense node 316 is used to prevent any writer from blocking.

```
928 list
ps/2 interface driver - decoupling wire node,
reclaim 316 node 0 org
start 00 dup or -,
dup push dup push dup push dup push dup push,
dup push dup push dup push dup push push push push push push,
for begin @ !b unext unext 07
```

Listing 5 Wire node

3.5 Loading

A loading block is used to load all 4 nodes. Block 200 must contain the instruction 918 load.

```
918 list
ps/2 loader,
reclaim,
920 load 922 load 926 load 928 load,
, reclaim
```

Listing 6 Loading block

3.6 Initialization

Block 912 is used for node initialization. This can be used for softsim or loading the code into the GA144 chip or integrate it into the polyFORTH boot stream.

```
912 list
ps/2 - code loader,
217 dup +node /ram 2 /p io /b,
317 dup +node /ram 0 /p io /b,
216 dup +node /ram 30 /p left right or 155 or /b,
316 dup +node /ram 0 /p left /a right /b,
```

Listing 7 Initialization block (early version - not used)

/p defines the starting point of the code. The expression left right or 155 or /b requires a little explanation. The goal is to initialize the register b with the combination of port left and right. Inside the F18-compiler we could use the predefined address r-1-. Here we don’t have these words but we can use the port words. We can combine any ports by x-oring the port addresses. Since port addresses are x-ored with 155h we must add this operation if the number of port is even. We use 2 ports therefore we must x-or the result with 155h to get a correct port number.
This was my initial design. Since we cannot use the blocking code on node 216, we must use the polling code, which halves the available buffers cells from 31 to 15. But 16 cells are still enough for our purposes. The new code requests the stack to be filled with predefined values for saving node’s memory and use the cycling stack. Listing 8 shows the modified initialization code.

Listing 8 Initialization block with poll loop fix and stack refill

```
912 list
ps/2 - code loader,
217 dup +node /ram 2 /p io /b,
317 dup +node /ram 0 /p io /b,
216 dup +node /ram 20 /p io /b left 0 800 left right
0 8000 right 201ff 9 /stack,
316 dup +node /ram 0 /p left /a right /b,
```

3.7 Receiving Data

This and the next chapter explains how the clock node invokes calls to the data node and when.

First Node 317 waits for the clock line to go low. If this happens it starts a read cycle by calling from-ps/2. Figure 5 shows what happens in this word:

![Fig. 5 Node interaction for receiving a byte from the keyboard](image)

The sequence clear, 10 x bi and accept is called from node 317 via the down port, timed by the clock line. Accept retrieves the byte and sends it to node 216. There it is buffered for later use e.g. by polyFORTH. Up to 15 bytes can be buffered in node 216 before it overflows and ignores any further data. To read a byte from node 216 any word must be sent to it from node 215. If an unread byte is available in the FIFO buffer, then it is returned otherwise the word sent from node 215 is returned, signaling a buffer empty condition.
### 3.8 Sending Data

Node 317 initiates sending data if it has been idle.

![Diagram of Node Interaction for Sending a Byte to the Keyboard](image)

The sequence `byte-out` followed by the data, `low`, 10 x `bo` and `ack` is called from node 317 via the down port, timed by the clock line. The clock line must be driven to low long enough that the keyboard does recognize a sent condition or aborts any sending operation. This waiting is done by `100us` in node 317. Node 217 calculates also the parity bit and sets the stop bit.

### 3.9 SoftSim Integration

If we want to test our interface with SoftSim then block 916 is used to define the environment.

```
916 list
ps/2 - softsim starter,
912 load
/clk softbed assign time @ 100 / 1 and 1 or ?
v p17v ! ;;
317 !node /clk,
/dat softbed assign time @ 1300 / 1 and 1 or ?
v p17v ! ;;,
217 !node /dat,
```

Listing 9 SoftSim integration

A `916 load` must be placed in block 216 to include our example in SoftSim. The level at the clock line is changed every 100 ticks and on the data line every 1300 ticks. In order to see something we must change 3 timing constants in block 920 and 922, e.g. replace 40000 and with 4. After using SoftSim and before using the code on the chip we must undo all changes.
3.10 Testing on the Chip

For testing on the host chip we must have a block that loads the code onto the chip and another for retrieving the scan codes.

First we type \texttt{914 load}. After some time the code is loaded into the chip and started. We can now type something into the keyboard, e.g. “test”. Now we must use \texttt{910 load} to reset the chip and display the FIFO buffer.

We should now see the following screen:

![Screenshot after typing “test” on the keyboard](image)

We can now see the make- and break-codes the keyboard sends for every keystroke. \texttt{2c} is the make code for the key \texttt{t} and \texttt{f0 2c} is the break code for the same key. After reset most keyboards use the scan code set 2. See [2] for details.
4. polyFORTH Implementation

For using the full potential of the PS/2 interface, we can integrate it into a virtual machine that takes care of the higher level aspects. The larger memory of the polyFORTH virtual machine is better suited for configuring the keyboard and interpreting the scan codes.

4.1 Integrating the Keyboard Code

If we want to load our PS/2 code together with the polyFORTH virtual machine, then we can place a `912 load` into block 368 (or 478 for older versions), where the additional I/O for the virtual machine is loaded:

```
368 or 476 list
  - additional i/o,
  spi 705 +node 1606 /ram io /b a9 /p,
  ,
keybd 912 load
```

Listing 12 Integrating our code into the polyFORTH boot stream

When polyFORTH is started then our code will also be loaded into nodes 216, 217, 316 and 317. That is true whether you start polyFORTH from the IDE (`450 load`) or you install the polyFORTH boot stream in the flash (`460 load`).
4.2 Accessing the PS/2 nodes from polyFORTH

After starting polyFORTH on the eval-board we must load the snorkel and ganglia mechanism to be able to access the keyboard nodes. **142 load** will do that. But before we load block 142 we must add the word **R!@** to it, if it is not already there (arrayFORTH version prior to h). Listing 13 displays the block 142 for arrayFORTH versions h or higher.

![Listing 13 Block 142 (arrayFORTH version h and later)]
4.3 Integration into polyFORTH

Until now we have used our keyboard interface “by hand”. In order to fully support the keyboard and its features we must implement a little driver that converts the scan codes into ASCII code and keep track of meta-keys like shift and caps-lock. To simplify the task we assume that our keyboard supports the scan code set 3 (for details see [3]). Scan code set 3 is the simplest and most orthogonal set of the 3 scan code sets available. Be aware that some keyboards may not support scan code set 3. They will not work properly with the code provided in this app node.

There is a block (300) for loading the whole keyboard driver.

![Listing 14 Keyboard driver loading](image)

4.3.1 Accessing GA144 Nodes

Block 301 defines the words (keybr and keybw) for actually accessing the PS/2 read and write nodes.

![Listing 15 Accessing PS/2 nodes](image)
Users of arrayFORTH version g or earlier must be aware that the snorkel/ganglia node is different from version h and higher (node 108 if version <= g else node 207). The path used in Listing 15 is for arrayFORTH version h or higher.

**keybw** writes a byte to the left port of node 315, thus writing to node 316. Node 316 is a wire node and reads the byte, if it is empty. Node 316 is basically not necessary but it decouples the polyFORTH virtual machine from node 317, which might be busy.

**keybr** reads the 15 byte FIFO buffer in node 216, accessing it via node 215. If the FIFO is empty then **keybr** returns -1 3 otherwise the next byte is removed from the FIFO and b 0 is returned.

The word **tstr** is used to read and display 10 values from the buffer in node 216. It is convenient for testing.

### 4.3.2 Buffers and Meta-Key Handling

Block 302 contains words for handling 3 buffers: kbd-i, kbd-o and kbd-b. Each buffer contains 16 cells organized as a FIFO queue. An array with 6 elements contains the read and write indexes for the buffers. Buffers -i and -o are the raw input and output buffers, while buffer -b holds the ASCII keys after scan code translation.

![Image of Terminal Emulator](Terminal_Emulator.png)

Listing 16 Buffer and buffer management words

The word **kbd++** increments an index and limits it to the buffer it points to. An index is incremented with the word **kbd-i+**. The words ?kbd-empty and ?kbd-full are used for testing whether a buffer is empty or full. **kbd-w** writes a cell into a buffer, e.g. 2 kbd-i kbd-w writes 2 into the raw input buffer. **kbd-r** reads the next cell from a buffer or returns 0 if the buffer was empty. The word **kbd-flush** clears all 3 buffers. **kbd-wait** waits for the next byte from the PS/2 interface and **kbd-read** puts the next byte from the PS/2 interface into the raw input buffer.
A keyboard contains certain keys that do not generate an ASCII code but have an influence on the interpretation of other keys, e.g. shift or caps-lock. These meta-keys must be specially treated. Block 303 contains the constant definitions for these meta-keys and the variable `kbd-meta`, holding the state of the meta-keys.

### Listing 17 Meta key constants

Apart from the meta-key definitions 3 useful words are defined. First `kbd-wr` is used to send a byte to the PS/2 interface and to wait for a specific reply. The word `kbd-reset` resets the keyboard and configure it to use scan code set 3. With `kbd-led` the leds on the keyboard can be set. The state of a meta-key is defined by a bit in the variable `kbd-meta`. The bit numbers are defined so that the lower 3 bits can be directly used for setting the keyboard leds.

### 4.3.3 Key Types and Keymap Table

All keys can be grouped to key types with similar behavior, e.g. all alpha keys are sensitive to the state of the caps-lock and the shift-keys. Blocks 304 to 306 contain the words to define all needed key types.
The words \texttt{?kbd-shift} and \texttt{?kbd-ashift} are used for determining whether the basic value or the shifted value of a key must be taken. \texttt{kbdf1} adds some meta-key flags to a character byte. \texttt{kbd} is used when a key must be ignored. Most break codes can be ignored. \texttt{kbda} is used for alpha keys, \texttt{kbds} for shifted. Key on the numerical keybad must use \texttt{kbdn} and meta-key toggles (e.g. caps-lock) use \texttt{kbdt}.

\textbf{Listing 19} Function keys and break code flag

\texttt{kbd-fun} is an array of function key vectors. Index 0 to 11 are used for the function keys F1 to F12 while index 12 to 23 for the shifted function keys.

The word \texttt{kbdf} is used for function key, \texttt{kbduled} updates the keyboard leds and \texttt{kbds} is used for meta-keys like shift. The variable \texttt{kbdbrk} holds a flag that is set when a break code (F0) is received from the keyboard, which informs the driver to ignore the next scan code.

The 3 character words \texttt{kb} handle the corresponding make and break codes.

\textbf{Listing 20} Last byte send and keyboard processing words
The variable \texttt{kbd\textunderscore last} holds the last byte sent to the keyboard. If it is not 0 then an acknowledgment from the keyboard is pending. It is also used to resend the byte when the keyboard replies with FE. The variable \texttt{kbd\textunderscore map} contains the address of the current key translation table. \texttt{kbd\textunderscore snd} and \texttt{kbd\textunderscore rcv} are used to process the raw input and output buffers.

Block 307 contains the final 2 character words for compiling the key definitions.

These 2 character short words are used to define the keys in the key map, which is loaded from block 310 and 311. The key types handled are \texttt{ignore (KI)}, \texttt{alpha (KA)}, \texttt{meta (KM)}, \texttt{function (KF)}, \texttt{shift (KS)}, \texttt{fix (KX)}, \texttt{numeric (KN)}, \texttt{acknowledge (KC)}, \texttt{resend (KD)} and \texttt{toggle (KT)}.

Block 310 contains the first half of the key map. It is used by \texttt{kbd\textunderscore rcv} to convert scan codes to ASCII codes or to handle special keys. Even the handling of an acknowledgment (FA) or resend (FE) code from the keyboard is defined by this table.
Block 311 contains the upper half of the key map.

Listing 23 US-keyboard map for scan codes 80 .. FF

The key map used in this document is for a US-layout keyboard. For keyboards with other layouts the key map must be adapted and the keyboard driver eventually adapted.

### 4.4 Using a polyFORTH Background Task

Finally we can put all pieces of the driver together and integrate the keyboard driver as a background task into polyFORTH. Line 1 in block 308 defines a background task. With +kbd the task is activated and with -kbd it is stopped.

Listing 24 polyFORTH background task
The word **kbd-test** is a small test program. It loops and emits every key entered until the space bar is hit. It depends on the background task for running. Note that block 308 will not load for arrayFORTH versions prior to h.

More details about multitasking can be found in [4] and [5].

Block 309 is not loaded though block 300, because it replaces the terminal `KEY` vector and switches any keyboard input to the PS/2 interface. Block access via the serial terminal is not possible while using the PS/2 keyboard. **kbd-detach** will restore the old vector, thus returning to the serial terminal for input.

### Listing 25 Keyboard takeover

This driver is only an example of how to access a keyboard. If a software needs also the break codes from the keyboard, then the driver must be modified. If you have a keyboard with more keys than a standard us-layout, then you can very easily detect the scan codes (**tstr**) and modify the key map for these new keys.

Function keys can be attached easily to words (e.g. `xxx 0 kbd-fun !` will attach the word xxx to the F1 key).

This driver only generates ASCII values used by the word **KEY**. It requires 4 nodes on the GA144 and about 2k cells (including 512 cells for the key map) in the polyFORTH dictionary. The buffers are managed by a polyFORTH background task.
5. Conclusion

First we demonstrated how to use the multi-computer paradigm of the GA144 chip to access a PS/2 device. Then we integrated the higher level aspects for handling a keyboard into the polyFORTH environment. The combination of nodes allocated for a specific task and the flexibility of the polyFORTH virtual machine gives the developer a high degree of freedom to design hardware and software.

The author of this document is a C++ programmer and began using the arrayFORTH environment and the EVB001 evaluation board about 6 months prior to this app note as a hobbyist. With the help of the documents and staff from GreenArrays it was possible to write the driver software in a few weeks. Although arrayFORTH and polyFORTH are very different than environments most programmers are used to, it is worthwhile to begin working with these GreenArrays tools.

This application note was finished during a vacation visit to GreenArrays in Incline Village, NV. The author wants to thank for the help and patience he received from the GreenArray staff.
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